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Functional loss (often quantified as exercise limitation) is common in patients with chronic lung
disease. The factors involved are multiple and many may be present together in a given patient.
Ventilatory factors involve an imbalance in load/capacity relationships. Specifically, breathing loads
from abnormal respiratory-system mechanics and/or excessive ventilatory demand cannot be handled by respiratory muscles that are dysfunctional or malpositioned. Gas-exchange factors involve
impaired ventilation-perfusion relationships that lead to hypoxemia, impaired oxygen delivery, and
pulmonary hypertension. Cardiovascular factors involve coexisting intrinsic heart disease, rightventricular overload from pulmonary vascular abnormalities, and simple deconditioning. Skeletal
muscle (both respiratory and limb) factors involve direct inflammatory mediator effects on muscle
function, malnutrition, blood-gas abnormalities, compromised oxygen delivery from right-heart
dysfunction, electrolyte imbalances, drugs, and comorbid states. Other less well understood factors
include excessive dyspnea, impaired motivation, orthopedic issues, and psychiatric issues. Key
words: functional loss, exercise limitation, chronic lung disease, ventilation, respiratory mechanics,
ventilation-perfusion, hypoxemia, pulmonary hypertension, oxygenation. [Respir Care 2008;53(9):1177–
1184. © 2008 Daedalus Enterprises]

Introduction
Patients with chronic lung disease often complain of
exercise intolerance. Up until the late 20th century, ven-
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tilatory impairment was thought to be the major limiter of
exercise capacity in these patients because exercise impairment usually correlated with the loss of ventilatory
capacity (ie, the forced expiratory volume in the first second [FEV1] and the maximum voluntary ventilation). Over
the last 2 decades, however, it has become increasingly
apparent that exercise intolerance in patients with chronic
lung disease is often multifactorial and can involve various
combinations of ventilatory impairment, gas-exchange ab-
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Factors That Impair Function in Patients With Chronic
Lung Disease

Ventilatory factors (load/capacity imbalance)
High work load
High airway resistance
Wasted ventilation
Increased minute-ventilation demand
Impaired respiratory-muscle capabilities
High-pressure/low-volume work pattern
Hyperinflation
Respiratory-muscle dysfunction
Gas-exchange limitations
Cardiovascular factors
Right-heart overload
Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
Pulmonary vascular injury
Coexisting left-ventricular abnormalities
Deconditioning
Skeletal-muscle factors
Systemic inflammatory response
Malnutrition
Muscle hypoxemia/acidemia
Corticosteroid therapy effects
Deconditioning
Miscellaneous factors
Exaggerated dyspnea sensation
Orthopedic issues
Motivation/psychiatric issues

PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC LUNG DISEASE
maximal exertion, using graded exercise loads on a treadmill or a bicycle. Measurements of ventilation, oxygen
consumption, carbon-dioxide production, dead-space behavior, gas exchange (PaO2 and PaCO2), and cardiac function (heart rate, electrocardiogram) can be used to determine what factor(s) are important in limiting exercise
performance. These can be used in conjunction with other
assessments to characterize the mechanism(s) of impairment, to better guide treatment. The major factors involved
in exercise limitation during such tests in patients with
chronic lung disease are reviewed below:
Ventilatory Factors

Functional impairment can be assessed in a number of
ways. For example, questionnaires can elicit what patients
perceive they can do. Similarly, careful patient histories
can elicit the patient’s ability to perform activities of daily
living and other tasks. However, formal assessment of
exercise or work capability is generally considered a more
objective way to quantitate functional status.2
Formal assessments of exercise or work capabilities can
take many forms.2,3 Perhaps the easiest are tests such as a
simple stair-climb or the 6-min-walk test, in which patients walk as far as they can in 6 min without regard to
walking pace or rest requirements. Although heart rate,
pulse oximetry, subjective dyspnea, et cetera, can be measured during a 6-min-walk test, the primary measurement
is the distance walked.
At the other extreme is a detailed, symptom-limited
maximal exercise test,2,3 in which the patient is pushed to

Ventilatory factors involve the “bellows” or “pumping”
capabilities of the respiratory system. Under normal conditions, healthy individuals can increase their breathing
frequency and their tidal volume (VT) to provide up to a
20-fold increase in minute ventilation to meet the increased
oxygen demand and clear the carbon dioxide production
associated with exercise. Importantly, under normal circumstances, ventilatory function is not the limiting factor
for exercise: the cardiovascular system is.2,3 Thus, at maximal exercise, ventilation should be well below the maximal breathing capacity, as reflected in the maximum voluntary ventilation.
The main drives for ventilation during exercise are CO2
production and pH changes. The respiratory-drive center
attempts to keep pH near normal during exercise. At a low
level of exercise, pH is determined primarily by CO2 production and PCO2. However, as cardiac output becomes
limited at a high level of exercise, muscle lactate production becomes another important determinant of pH and a
further stimulus to ventilation. Thus PCO2 remains relatively unchanged at a low exercise level but then decreases
at a higher level, which produces the classic 2-phase response of ventilation to increasing exercise.
Hypoxemia also contributes to the ventilatory drive. As
described below, hypoxemia does not develop under normal exercise conditions, but if it does develop with lung
disease, it is a potent ventilatory stimulus. Interestingly,
even modest a level of hypoxemia (ie, not enough to severely impact oxygen delivery) can increase carotid-body
output and thus stimulate ventilation.4,5 A corollary to this
is that under these circumstances, supplemental O2 can
blunt this component of ventilatory drive and thus allow a
patient to tolerate a slightly lower pH and higher PCO2,
which may extend the ventilatory limit and allow more
exercise.4,5
On a maximal exercise test, ventilatory limitation is
defined as the inability to clear enough CO2 to maintain an
appropriate pH at maximal exercise. Clinically this is defined by one of 2 criteria:
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normalities, cardiovascular issues (eg, right- and/or leftventricular dysfunction, dysrhythmia, and even deconditioning), skeletal muscle dysfunction, and psychological
factors (Table 1).1 This paper will address these factors in
some detail.
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1. Because under normal circumstances ventilation at
maximal exercise is well below the measured maximum
voluntary ventilation (ie, ventilation is never exercise-limiting under normal circumstances), an exercise ventilation
that approaches or exceeds the maximum voluntary ventilation means that a ventilatory limit has been reached.
2. Because PCO2 should fall to maintain pH with increasing exercise, a rising PCO2 or excessively falling pH indicates the ventilatory limit has been reached.
In a study of patients with COPD, 28% had predominantly ventilatory limiting factors.6
There are multiple reasons why patients with chronic
lung disease develop ventilatory limitations: chief among
these is the development of a “load/capacity imbalance”
(ie, the mechanical load to breathe exceeds the muscle
strength and endurance capacity). In patients with chronic
lung disease the high inspiratory (and expiratory) airway
resistance and/or reduced compliance can dramatically increase the pressure requirement for air flow and thus dramatically increase the work to breathe.7,8 To put numbers
on this, consider that the normal work to breathe at rest is
roughly 5 J/min and the respiratory muscles require roughly
5 mL/min of oxygen delivery to do this. In COPD, however, these loads and energy requirements can be increased
5–10 fold.8
Compounding the effects of excessive loading is the
fact that the ventilatory work pattern is of an inefficient
type, in that high pressure is required for a given movement or displacement of the sarcomeres.8 This “isometric”
type work is far less oxygen-efficient than the low-pressure work pattern of normal breathing, and it predisposes
to muscle dysfunction. Finally, exercise-induced wasted
ventilation and early lactic acidosis in these patients (see
below) further increases the exercise ventilation requirement and thus further worsens the load/capability relationship in the respiratory muscles.9
The increased ventilatory loading of chronic lung disease is often accompanied by respiratory muscle dysfunction. As described in more detail below in the broader
discussion on skeletal muscles, a chronic inflammatory
state in the lungs can reduce respiratory muscle strength
and endurance through systemic inflammatory mediators,
reduced oxygen delivery, chronic respiratory acidosis, malnutrition, corticosteroid use, and the effects of various comorbidities. In the patient with COPD, respiratory muscles
are also compromised by hyperinflation produced by airway collapse and low elastic recoil.10,11 As the hyperinflation increases, the diaphragm is pushed downward and
flattened, so the resting length of the diaphragm becomes
shorter, which creates substantial mechanical disadvantage
and loss of tension-generation capability. Importantly, the
increased minute ventilation with exercise can increase the
hyperinflation during the exercise, which further impairs
muscle function (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Lung volume versus ventilation in a normal lung (bottom)
and a lung of patient with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) (top). As ventilation increases with exercise in the normal
lung, the tidal volume (lung-volume change) increases but the endexpiratory volume remains unchanged. In contrast, the COPD lung
has an elevated end-expiratory lung volume even at rest, and it
increases further with increasing ventilation. An increase in tidal
volume is thus made more difficult and the ventilatory impairment
worsens with exercise. TLC ⫽ total lung capacity; arrows ⫽ tidal
volume. (Adapted from Reference 11.)

It is important to note that respiratory muscles have
adaptive capabilities to deal with the chronically elevated
work load and distorted diaphragm geometry.12,13 In the
hyperinflated patient with COPD, diaphragmatic sarcomeres become shorter in order to adapt to the new shorter
resting length. This returns some of the efficiency lost in
the earlier phases of COPD. More oxidative or type-I sarcomeres also develop and increase endurance. Capillary
density also increases, which leads to a respiratory muscle
blood flow “steal” syndrome.14-16 However, along with
this is a small decrease in type-II fibers, which can decrease the diaphragm-force-generation capability.15 Also
observed in diaphragm biopsies of hyperinflated patients
with COPD are structural changes in large-muscle proteins
that serve to stabilize the actin and myosin contractile
proteins.17
An important question is whether respiratory muscles
do in fact fatigue. Fatigue, by definition, is the loss of
muscle contractile capabilities induced by heavy loading
and recoverable by rest.18 Fatigue must be distinguished
from either reduced muscle capability or from a muscle
injury that reduces function.19 Fatigue is of 2 types: peripheral (direct muscle failure) and central (either reduced
neural stimulation or increased inhibitor neuron activity).
Central fatigue is sometimes thought of as a “protective”
mechanism to prevent muscles from injury under overload
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PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC LUNG DISEASE
Gas-Exchange Limitations

Fig. 2. Relationship between duty cycle (ratio of inspiratory time
[TI] to total respiratory-cycle time [Ttot]) and critical transdiaphragmatic pressure (ratio of transdiaphragmatic pressure [Pdi] to maximum Pdi [Pdi-max]) for development of respiratory muscle fatigue.
The dashed lines indicate the 95% critical Pdi/Pdi-max confidence
interval. Fatigue develops with breathing patterns that fall to the
right of the curve but not for those to the left. This relationship can
be mathematically represented by the product of the TI/Ttot and
the critical Pdi/Pdi-max, which is termed the pressure/time index.
Pressure/time index values ⱖ 0.15 fall to the right of the curve and
predict fatigue. (Adapted from Reference 22, with permission.)

conditions.20 Interestingly, endorphins may play an important role in creating a reduction in neural stimulation of the
muscles.
Under normal conditions, respiratory muscles appear
capable of maintaining approximately 40% of their maximum pressure-generation capability on a repetitive basis
almost indefinitely.21 But when the pressure requirement
to breathe is high, especially if the inspiratory time required to deliver an adequate tidal breath becomes sufficiently long, it does appear that respiratory muscle can
fatigue. This is most easily represented by the pressure/
inspiratory-time relationship or pressure/time index, which
is:

Under normal circumstances, regional ventilation and
regional perfusion remain well matched with increasing
exercise.2,3,11,23 Thus, the ventilation-perfusion (V̇/Q̇) relationship in the alveolar regions remains near unity, as
both ventilation and perfusion increase several-fold with
exercise. Moreover, alveolar-capillary diffusion also remains intact, except with the most extreme exercise, when
the transit time of blood through alveolar capillaries is
very short.24 As a consequence PaO2 remains normal, even
at a high exercise level, under most circumstances.2,3,11
Chronic lung diseases can involve the airways, the pulmonary vasculature, and the alveolar-capillary interface to
varying degrees and produce varying degrees of abnormal
V̇/Q̇ relationship and diffusion impairment, resulting in
resting hypoxemia. Although in some chronic lung diseases (eg, primary airway disease such as chronic bronchitis) increasing ventilation may transiently improve V̇/Q̇
and thus improve PaO2 with exercise, more commonly,
impaired regional ventilation and perfusion regulation
worsen V̇/Q̇ and thus worsen hypoxemia with exercise.
Impaired diffusion can make this worse.24
To be considered exercise-limiting the PO2 should fall
below 55 mm Hg (arterial oxygen saturation ⬍ 85%),
because that level corresponds to impaired oxygen delivery and to the development of pulmonary vasoconstriction
and resulting right-ventricular overload.1 Severe hypoxemia can also stimulate the ventilatory response and further tax ventilatory muscles. This response was seen in
18% of patients with COPD.6
In normal subjects, exercise-induced VT increase occurs
in the setting of relatively fixed anatomic dead space (VD),
so the VD/VT ratio decreases such that effective alveolar
ventilation increases as a proportion of the increased minute
ventilation. In chronic lung diseases that affect the pulmonary vasculature, however, increasing VD can develop,
which increases (rather than decreases) VD/VT, which increases ventilatory load to provide adequate CO2 clearance.
Cardiovascular Factors

in which Pdi is the transdiaphragmatic pressure, Pdi-max is
the maximal Pdi, TI is the inspiratory time, and Ttot is the
total breathing-cycle time.22 When the pressure/time index
of the respiratory muscles is ⱖ 0.15, fatigue will occur
(Fig. 2).

The cardiac output in normal subjects can increase several-fold in response to exercise.2,3,11 This is accomplished
by both an increase in stroke volume and an increase in
heart rate. Indeed, in normal subjects cardiac output is the
“rate-limiting step” to exercise, and normal maximal exercise is usually accompanied by a maximal heart rate
(220 – age).2 Importantly, even at maximal cardiac output,
exercise can continue to increase, because muscle cells can
switch to anaerobic metabolism. This switch (often referred to as the “anaerobic threshold”) is accompanied by
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rising lactate and thus an increased ventilatory demand to
clear the acidosis,2,3,11 as noted above.
Impaired cardiac output capability usually results in
reaching the maximum heart rate at a low level of exercise.
This is often reflected in a low “oxygen pulse” (the oxygen
consumption with each heart beat). In normal subjects this
should rise several-fold as maximal heart rate is approached.
Cardiovascular factors fall into several discrete categories and are seen in 34% of patients with COPD.6
First, coexisting right- or left-ventricular dysfunction
can impair exercise function simply because of poor cardiac-output capability,2,3,11 which leads to impaired oxygen delivery and early development of lactic acidosis. Similarly, functionally important dysrhythmias can also impair
cardiac output. Importantly, the systemic effects of chronic
lung disease on skeletal muscle, described below, may
also impact cardiac muscle function.
Second, in chronic lung disease, especially in the presence of pulmonary vascular abnormalities, pulmonary hypertension and right-ventricular dysfunction may develop.25 The impaired right ventricle thus contributes to a
reduced cardiac output. These phenomena may worsen in
the presence of hypoxemia, as noted above.
Finally, deconditioning of both cardiac and skeletal muscle contributes to functional loss in patients with chronic
lung disease. This is often represented as a downward
spiral initiated by dyspnea and depression, which leads to
inactivity, which leads to deconditioning, further dyspnea/
depression, and further loss of function. On a simple exercise test that measures only heart rate and cardiac rhythm,
deconditioning will be manifest as a low oxygen pulse at
maximal heart rate, and thus may be difficult to distinguish
from other cardiovascular factors. Ruling out cardiac disease, therefore, requires more focused cardiac assessments
(eg, echocardiography, multi-lead electrocardiogram, or
invasive procedures). Interestingly, deconditioning appears
to be an important phenomena in patients with chronic
lung disease, and the improved exercise tolerance following an exercise training program in patients with chronic
lung disease is often due to reconditioning of heart and
skeletal muscle.26

PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC LUNG DISEASE

Chronic inflammatory states can profoundly affect skeletal muscle function.27-30 These are related not only to
systemic inflammatory mediators that are persistently elevated in these chronic disease states, but also to various
other physiologic and comorbid effects, discussed below.
Systemic inflammatory mediators accelerate muscle protein turnover through ubiquitins.31-37 This leads to loss of
muscle mass and the clinical appearance of “muscle wasting.”27-30,38,39 Chronic inflammation also increases muscle
oxidative stress and increases reactive oxygen species,

which directly damage muscle proteins and impair their
function.40-42 Additionally, during muscle fatigue recovery, an ischemia reperfusion injury mediated through additional reactive oxygen species may also develop in the
muscles that further impairs muscle function.40-42
Patients with chronic lung disease are often malnourished, and weight loss occurs in approximately 30% of
out-patients with COPD,43-48 because of decreased calorie
intake and the effects of chronic inflammation on energy
metabolism in general. Reduced protein intake leads to
muscle breakdown as muscle proteins and amino acids are
utilized for fuel (catabolism). This is particularly true of
the sarcomeric structures in type-II muscle fibers. Malnutrition also contributes to reduced muscle enzyme capacity
and reduced availability of energy substrates such as adenosine triphosphate, magnesium, and potassium.49-53
In chronic lung disease, hypoxia is common. Hypoxia
not only leads to lower oxygen content in the blood but
can elevate pulmonary vascular resistance and create pulmonary arterial hypertension and consequent right-heart
failure.25,54-57 The resulting reduced cardiac output, coupled with the low oxygen content, reduces oxygen delivery
to all organs of the body, including skeletal muscle. Interestingly, because the work of breathing (load) on the diaphragm is often substantially increased in chronic lung
disease, there is also a respiratory muscles “steal” of blood
away from skeletal muscles, which further compromises
systemic muscle function.14,58
Systemic inflammation may also impair the oxygen transport through the cytoplasm and into the mitochondria, as
well as impair mitochondrial oxygen utilization directly.25,54-56,59-61 These produce muscle-cell hypoxia and thus
a conversion to anaerobic metabolism at a low level of
exercise. This leads to lactate accumulation and earlier
muscle fatigability.9,49,62-64
Hypercarbia is also a common occurrence in chronic
lung disease, as the central respiratory controllers in the
brainstem reduce ventilation to “protect” overloaded ventilatory muscles.65 An acute severe respiratory acidosis, as
might occur during an exacerbation, can impair muscle
enzyme activity and function.66-68
Patients with chronic lung disease often use corticosteroids. As much as 10% of patients with COPD may be on
long-term oral steroids, and the majority of patients with
moderately severe COPD take inhaled corticosteroids.69
Patients with chronic lung disease also take corticosteroids
during exacerbations. Corticosteroids can profoundly affect skeletal muscle. Specifically, corticosteroids reduce
contractile proteins, increase protein breakdown and turnover, down-regulate growth factors, reduce glycolytic activity, and lead to sarcomere and type-II cell atrophy.70-72
Finally, chronic lung disease often coexists with other
chronic diseases that can in themselves affect skeletal muscle. Congestive heart failure and reduced cardiac output
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can impair oxygen delivery, as described above. Electrolyte and metabolic disturbances from chronic renal or liver
disease may also impair muscle function. Diabetes and
altered glucose metabolism may also contribute to muscle
dysfunction. The aging process also impacts muscle function, as there is a normal age-related decline in muscle
mass.73,74
In limb muscles, especially lower-extremity limb muscles, muscle weakness and respiratory insufficiency lead
to inactivity and chronic under-loading of the muscles,
which leads to less muscle mass, especially type-I fibers.75-80 This reduces the oxidative capacity of the muscles and makes them more prone to fatigue. There is also
less capillary density with under-loading, which reduces
regional blood flow delivery, nutrient delivery, and waste
removal. Unloading also leads to less glutathione and other
defenses against oxidative stress.
In the limb muscles the structural and metabolic abnormalities noted above lead to early lactic acidosis and taskfailure with exercise.75-79
Other Factors
In up to 20% of patients with COPD undergoing maximal exercise testing, ventilatory, gas-exchange, and cardiovascular limitations are not reached.6 Thus, other factors must come into play. The skeletal-muscle issues
described above could explain exercise limitations in some
of these patients. However, factors such as profound subjective dyspnea, reduced motivation, orthopedic issues, and
even psychiatric issues may all play roles.1 Sorting out
these factors can be challenging, but it is important to
explore them in order to manage the functional limitations
of chronic lung disease.
Summary
Functional loss (often quantified as exercise limitation)
is common in patients with chronic lung disease. The factors involved are multiple and many may be present together in a given patient. A careful exercise assessment
can help delineate which mechanisms are most important
and help to focus therapy. Importantly, exercise therapy in
addition to maximizing cardiorespiratory function in patients with chronic lung disease can improve functional
performance.
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